
Hiya guys, 

 

Thank you for all of the messages after my last email, it was great to read all your

feedback, I want these newsletters to keep giving you an insight into what I am getting up

to, so here goes newsletter number 2... 

 



MY NEW HOME
 So let's start with this.... I have signed a new worldwide record deal with ADA/

Warner Music :)  
 

I can't begin to tell you all how excited it feels to be finally able to share this with you
all. From getting back into the studio this time last year and playing about with some
song ideas to now signing a record deal 25 years, yes, I said it 25 years on from the

first time, words can't explain how I feel right now. 
 

I have worked super hard on this new album and I can't wait for you to hear the
outcome. A little insight as we'll be planning to release songs from the album very

soon (I am not allowed to tell you anymore!) so you get a real insight of what to
expect. Keep watching....





A NIGHT ON THE TOWN...
  

Now, the BRITS hold such fond memories for me, from performing with Eternal back
in 1995, to hosting an award with Gary Barlow (yes, remember that corkscrew hair
style!) to this year feeling a real sense of excitement, knowing I have new music

coming soon and watching all the new breed of popstars do what they do best. As
always, I saw some friendly faces but also so nice to chat with the likes of Dua Lipa,

Calvin Harris and my good friend, the gorgeous Emma Bunton. 



MEMORY LANE
  

Are you all enjoying the trip down memory lane with all the catalogue re-issues? I
have had such amazing comments from you all on social media. We still have a few
more to come so keep streaming and most of all enjoying them as much as you did

the first time around. 



BACK WORKING 9 TO 5...  (VERY SOON)
  

So, I am now all fully recovered and getting ready to make my west end debut in 9-5.



I know, better late than never as they say. I went to see the opening night and was so
proud of the whole cast, it felt strange me sitting in the audience on opening night but
also got me so excited to get back on that stage at the Savoy. I will officially be back
on stage from Monday 25th March so if you haven't got your tickets yet then now's

your chance: Click Here 
 
 

So... until next time ;)
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